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Installation Bulletin for LG Hausys LD3880 Ultra Tack

Introduction

LG Hausys offers a wide range of self-adhesive digital printing vinyls. Matched components like Banners and Laminates 
are part of the product range. Please follow our Technical Installation Bulletins for preparation and Application in order 
see best results. The LG Hausys print vinyls are supplied with permanent pressure sensitive adhesive. It’s designed 
for solvent-based inkjet printing and guarantees from to 2 to 8 years of outdoor durability. The products include an air 
egress technology for easy installations with grey, solvent-based adhesive upon request.

Storage and processing conditions

LG Hausys Pressure Sensitive Adhesive products are delivered in rolls which should be stored either suspended or 
standing on the roll blocks provided in a cool, dry place. Avoid exposure to sunlight. Prior to the production process 
the PSA films should be accommodated to the humidity and temperature prevailing in the processing area .The optimal 
conditions are a relative humidity of 50% to 60% and a temperature range between 18°C and 22°C.Higher variations 
of the above mentioned conditions can lead to a higher degree of shrinkage of the release paper. The result is a limited 
flatness of the self-adhesive material and dimensional changes when cutted. Please refer to our Technical Product 
bulletins on our website http://sign.lghausys.eu/en as well.

Fabrication and Printing

Printing, Drying and Laminate

Treat the LG Hausys Digital Print Media with care. Use cotton gloves to prevent fingerprints to the surface of the film. 
Check the surface quality prior to the printing process.

Use solvent-based printing for optimal print quality. Recommended printer settings and ICC profiles are available for 
download at http://sign.lghausys.eu/en. After printing, allow the ink to properly dry at least 24 hours to 48 hours before 
laminating, cutting, or applying the graphic. Laminate with LG Hausys Protective Laminates to prevent vinyl and/or print 
damage from scratches, smoke, fumes, etc.

Warranty will be applied to finished graphic appearance defects such as excessive fading, discoloration (including that 
due to mildewing or wicking on flexible substrates), peeling, gloss changes, excessive dimensional change or loss of 
adhesion that makes the graphic virtually unsuitable for its intended purpose.

Fabrication, Printing and Drying

Use solvent-based printing for optimal print quality. LG Hausys recommends to use cotton gloves during production 
process to prevent damage to the surface or soiling. Recommended printer settings and ICC profiles are available for 
download at http://sign.lghausys.eu/en. The LG Hausys printing media require due to their nature of different qualities 
(gloss level and surface) different set ups on the printer and on the RIP software.

After printing, allow the ink to properly dry at least 24 hours to 48 hours before laminating, cutting, or applying the 
graphic.It is important to follow this in order to give enough time to solvents to evaporate. Otherwise problems with the 
stability of the inks not fully dried can occur.

After printing graphics contract during the drying process. If the drying process of the inks takes place when the graphic 
is already applied on the substrate this results in potential shrinkage and removal on the edges. The graphics should be 
spread or hang out for proper drying.

Please check our website http://sign.lghausys.eu/en for further information.
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Wall Surface Textures

Conforming LG Hausys LD3880 Ultra Tack to textured walls requires adequate heat, special applicator tools and 
specific techniques. The techniques may expand the range of suitable substrates and degree of texture for successful 
application.

Graphics laminated with a stiff overlaminate, such as graffiti-laminate LCA001T, cannot conform to even slight wall 
texture and must not be used.

Concrete
Heavy Unsmooth Texture

CMU/Concrete Block, Painted/Unpainted
Medium Unsmooth Texture

Concrete
Medium Unsmooth Texture

Brick
Medium Unsmooth Texture

Wall Surface Preparation

Repair any existing wall damage to return it to like new condition. Brush away loose mortar with a stiff brush.

For the best results clean all contaminants, including dirt, grease, ketchup, mustard, etc. From the substrate prior to film 
application. Rinse and dry thoroughly. If the wall was recently painted, make sure the paint is fully cured (at least 5 days) 
and dust the wall before film application. Do not apply graphics to any wall that does not have an excellent paint/finish-
to-substrate bond.
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Common Outdoor Wall Compositions

This describes the wall’s substrate material.

Brick
A kiln-dried, hard clay surfacing material, thicker than tile, for indoor or outdoor walls. Inherently smooth,but may be 
patterned or textured before firing. Usually has mortar lines.

Concrete
A building material made from a mixture of cement, water, fine and coarse particles. Texture can range from smooth to 
heavy.

Concrete masonry (CMU)
A usually hollow building block made with concrete. May be painted or unpainted. Texture is usually medium. Usually has 
mortar lines.

Mortar (grout) joints
A concrete or composite product used to hold together building materials such as concrete blocks and brick. Such joints 
can range greatly in width, depth, profile and texture. LG Hausys film for textured surfaces works best if the mortar joints 
are not more than about 1/8 inch deep, and are flush, concave or V-shaped. Excessive rough texture, excessively steep 
elevation change – such as Raked, or an undercut profile – such as Weathered or Struck, generally provide challenging 
applications that may not have the results you desire.

All Walls − Adhesion Characteristics

Adhesion is the ability of the film’s adhesive to bond to the substrate. The amount of both initial and final adhesion 
varies with the type of adhesive used on the film, the substrate/surface, and the application temperature and application 
techniques. The adhesive bond builds with time. LD3880 may never achieve its full bond if the graphic is poorly applied 
or you are using the wrong film/adhesive combination for the substrate.

Final Adhesion
The maximum amount of bond achieved by a film, usually in 24 to 48 hours after application except in cool temperatures.

Initial Adhesion
The amount of bond needed to hold the graphic in place during application.

Size of graphic
The larger the graphic, the greater the initial and final adhesive bond to the wall must be to support the weight of the 
graphic.

Imaging method
This can affect adhesion characteristics. Refer to the film’s Product Bulletin for approved methods.

Stretching the film
Film stretched during application may later shrink. This decreases wall adhesion and the graphic may fall off prematurely.

Effect of Overlaminate on Adhesion
Finished graphics must retain some flexibility in order to achieve maximum adhesion. Do not use a stiff or thick 
overlaminate on the graphic. Refer to the Product Bulletin for the recommended graphic protection options for 
LG Hausys for Ultra Tack.
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Application Methods

Prevent trapping air. Always work toward an open edge through which the trapped air can escape. Do not work from the 
edge to the center or from an open edge to a sealed edged, such as at a panel overlap. Don’t move too quickly. The most 
common application error is moving too fast. Try moving at about 2 inches per second at first and adjust as needed. Test 
each surface. Do a test application on each unique surface to adjust your technique and use the right tool for maximum 
success.

1. Wear a heat-resistant glove on the hand that holds applicator.

2. Gently tack the top few inches of the film to the substrate. Use tapping motion with your fingers or lightly roll it, without
heat, using applicator.

To set edges, quickly and lightly pass the tool and the heat gun over the edges 
of the film to set the edges, but do not conform the film; it is critical that air have 
an escape path during installation. This is especially recommended when using 
overlaminate.

3. Direct the heat gun toward the top corner of the graphic. Heat the film until warm, which usually takes only about
2 seconds and immediately begin rolling the film with the applicator. Notice that the roller is positioned about 2 inches
above the top edge of the graphic for the first pass.

4. With the applicator closely following the heat gun, move continuously at about 2 inches per second and
completely past the outer open edge of the graphic.

5. Move the applicator down 1.5 inches so that the next pass overlaps the previous one by about 70%. Notice in the
photo how the film conformed to the texture during the first pass.
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Removal

1. To remove film after use, temperature of both air and surface must be above 10°C. Removal at lower temperatures
may be more difficult as the film can become brittle and/or leave adhesive residue traces.

2. Using a heat gun, etc., heat up the part of film to be removed to a temperature of approximately 70°C. Lift up the
edges of the film and remove it, maintaining a 90° angle between the film and surface.

3. Application of film to a surface where the coating has not been sufficiently hardened may cause damage to the
surface.

4. Residue remaining after removal of film can be cleaned by using solvent or a designated remover.

5. Defects will only be recognized as a defect only on products sold as “removable” and then, when the residue
remaining is more than 20%.This warranty will only apply to LG Hausys recommended removal methods. LG Hausys
should be notified of warranty claims no later than seven (7) business days after the attempted removal.


